


SECONDARY

External ASAs

Monday
TENNIS
«We offer tennis lessons for children and for adults. Our classes are designed to 
enhance the player’s strength and to provide the necessary technical, physical, 
and tactical knowledge. At Stryx Tennis we focus intently on coach and students’ 
development to ensure we are up to date with the leading-edge information, 
skills, and developments in the tennis industry. 
 Students must bring their own tennis rackets. 
 **Please keep in mind that outdoor activities will be held outdoors for the whole 
season and some sessions might happen during hot days. Sessions will not be 
moved indoors (due to limited indoor spaces) and no refunds will be awarded for 
sessions cancelled due to the heat.»

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm

SWIMMING BEGINNERS 2 / 
DEVELOPMENT 1-2 

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm

This phase is an introductory level to competitive swimming and the development 
of the four competitive strokes. In order to begin in the development levels of our 
program, swimmers must be able to swim a minimum of 25 meters’ freestyle/
front crawl and backstroke.

RUSSIAN (AS A MOTHER TONGUE)
We can teach your children how to speak, read and think in Russian properly at 
our Russian Language classes. Folk stories, fairytales, books by Russian writers 
and poets will give them wonderful moments during reading classes. Your chil-
dren will learn how to write essays and dictations which will help them to develop 
good grammar skills and improve the vocabulary. 
 Registration will be done through the provider directly - Headway Institute. 
 Provider: Headway Institute 
 Contact: courses@headin.pro 
 +971 (0)4 362 5313 / 17 /

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm



SECONDARY

External ASAs

Monday

CAREER COACHING WORKSHOP
The Bedrock Program is an Internationally recognized  Career Training program 
that eliminates the stress and anxiety youth and their parents are struggling with 
when deciding on a suitable career path. This program will provide your child 
with a clear understanding of what they value and how to apply that to their 
career choices.

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm

PYTHON CODING L2

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm

Python Level 2 is the continuation of Python Level 1. Here you learn advance 
commands, lists, tuples and indexing. You will also learn how build a Tic tac 
toe game app and python dictionary. By end of Level 2 student will be able to 
understand better command and build slightly advance app by programming in 
python.  
Requirement - Every student is required to carry a laptop, it should have an inter-
net browser, students also need an email to set up the platform on day 1 (Gmail 
is preferred)  
 To know more about the Python Coding program, please contact:
samad@junkbot.com



SECONDARY

External ASAs

Tuesday
KARATE

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm

Champions Karate is currently delivering high-standard karate training for both 
children and adult across the UAE. Our success is a result of our coaching phi-
losophy, we pride ourselves on the fundamentals of martial arts. We combine the 
art of traditional Shotokan Karate with our knowledge and experience of sports 
Karate. 
 *Please note that this class is combined with Primary Years 
 To know more about the Karate program/uniform, please contact: karate@cham-
pions-uae.com 
 Champions Karate - +971 58 591 5086

RUSSIAN (AS A MOTHER TONGUE)
We can teach your children how to speak, read and think in Russian properly at 
our Russian Language classes. Folk stories, fairytales, books by Russian writers 
and poets will give them wonderful moments during reading classes. Your chil-
dren will learn how to write essays and dictations which will help them to develop 
good grammar skills and improve the vocabulary. 
 Registration will be done through the provider directly - Headway Institute. 
 Provider: Headway Institute 
 Contact: courses@headin.pro 
 +971 (0)4 362 5313 / 17 /

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm

SPANISH LANGUAGE

3:45pm - 4:45pm

Our regular Spanish programme is comprised of twelve levels and is aimed at the 
development of the essential skills, necessary for successful communication in 
the Spanish language.The latest communicative methods and a well-balanced 
combination of such activities as reading, speaking, listening and writing make 
this programme the right one regardless of the learning goals. 
Registration will be done through the provider directly - Headway Institute. 
Provider: Headway Institute 
Contact: courses@headin.pro 
+971 (0)4 362 5313 / 17 /”

G6 - G12



SECONDARY

External ASAs

Tuesday
CHESS TRAINING

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm

Chess Tournaments: Do you like your kids will be the winners?  Every class has 
different kinds of chess tournaments: puzzles tournaments, pawns battle, real 
chess tournaments with the clocks! 

Would you like your children to practice chess and be the winners ???
Let them join our Chess classes Tournament!!!!

Every class has different kinds of Chess tournaments:
• Puzzles Tournaments 
• Pawn Battle Tournaments 
• Chess Tournaments with a chess clock

To know more about the Chess program, please contact:
 Alexandra - 0505028145
 alexandrachess@yahoo.com

PYTHON CODING L1 (BEGINNERS)

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm

In this course, you will be introduced to the basic concepts of Python. Learn how 
to use Python interactively and by using a script. Get yourself acquainted with 
Python Variables, Data Types, Conditionals Statements and Loops. You’ll also 
learn to use functions, methods, and packages to efficiently leverage the Python 
code. This helps to reduce the amount of code written to solve problems. 
 Requirement - Every student is required to carry a laptop, it should have an 
internet browser, students also need an email to set up the platform on day 1 
(Gmail is preferred)  
 To know more about the Python Coding program, please contact:
samad@junkbot.com



SECONDARY

External ASAs

Wednesday
PADEL TENNIS
Padel tennis is an inclusive, sociable, fast-moving, and fun sport for all. It is 
played in an enclosure of glass and chain link fence with a tennis net in the 
middle of the court.

In this sport, our aim is to provide opportunity and introduce kids to this fast-
growing sport and will teach them the basics of Padel tennis.

Students must bring their own padel tennis rackets.
 **Please keep in mind that outdoor activities will be held outdoors for the whole 
season and some sessions might happen during hot days. Sessions will not be 
moved indoors (due to limited indoor spaces) and no refunds will be awarded for 
sessions cancelled due to the heat.

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm

STREET JAZZ DANCE
We will be introducing After School Street Jazz at Swiss International School, 
this will be fun and upbeat dance class. Where the children learn the latest 
commercial dance moves, just like their favourite Pop and Tik Tok video stars. 
This energetic dance class will not only be fun but will also focus on general 
dance co-ordination, style and dance technique

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm Block Box/Drama 

SWIMMING BEGINNERS 2 / 
DEVELOPMENT 1-2 

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm

This phase is an introductory level to competitive swimming and the development 
of the four competitive strokes. In order to begin in the development levels of our 
program, swimmers must be able to swim a minimum of 25 meters’ freestyle/
front crawl and backstroke.



SECONDARY

External ASAs

Wednesday
 CONFIDENCE COACHING WORKSHOP
Using the power of neuro-development, this ECA focuses on helping students 
to develop confidence through a greater appreciation of their abilities and what 
makes them special. Often youth compare themselves to their peers and what 
society tells them success is based on, in this program we focus on helping 
youth discover what they believe success is based on, why, and how they can 
confidently share their opinions in a way that is authentic to themselves.

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm



SECONDARY

External ASAs

Thursday
BASKETBALL

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm Sports Hall

The NBA Basketball School trains male and female players across Dubai the 
«NBA» way. The tuition-based basketball development program conducts 
sessions in a safe, fun, and encouraging environment that covers all aspects of 
the game by incorporating tactic, skill, small sides games, and team-building 
activities as well as NBA methodologies.

CHINESE LANGUAGE

3:45pm - 4:45pm

“Why learn Chinese with us? 
 All our teachers are native speakers with vast professional experience. 
 We have a number of study modes you can choose from individual, group, or 
mini-group classes. 
 We offer a flexible schedule with morning, afternoon, evening and weekend 
classes. 
 During our classes you will learn all the language fundamentals in a harmonious 
way by practising your speaking, listening, reading and writing skills in a compre-
hensive manner. 
 An immersive atmosphere, which we strive to create, encourages you to effec-
tively develop your communication abilities. 
 Our courses are up to the highest international standards. 
 Registration will be done through the provider directly - Headway Institute. 
 Provider: Headway Institute 
 Contact: courses@headin.pro 
 +971 (0)4 362 5313 / 17 /

G6 - G12

TENNIS
«We offer tennis lessons for children and for adults. Our classes are designed to 
enhance the player’s strength and to provide the necessary technical, physical, 
and tactical knowledge. At Stryx Tennis we focus intently on coach and students’ 
development to ensure we are up to date with the leading-edge information, 
skills, and developments in the tennis industry. 
 Students must bring their own tennis rackets. 
 **Please keep in mind that outdoor activities will be held outdoors for the whole 
season and some sessions might happen during hot days. Sessions will not be 
moved indoors (due to limited indoor spaces) and no refunds will be awarded for 
sessions cancelled due to the heat.»

G6 - G12 3:45pm - 4:45pm


